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DEFENCE INSTRUCTIONS AND NOTICES
(Not to be communicated to anyone outside HM Service without authority)

Title: Insurance for Adventurous Training Activities

Audience: All Service personnel, especially COs and AT Expedition Leaders

Applies: When rescinded or replaced

Expires: When rescinded or replaced

Replaces: 2006DIN02-066

Reference: 2009DIN01-050

Released: March 2009

Channel: 01 - Personnel

Content: Advice on when insurance needs to be purchased by those undertaking AT

Sponsor: Directorate of Business Resilience, Common Law Claims & Policy (CLC&P)

Contact: Gina Tombling, CLC&P Policy 1, 96305 3203.

INTRODUCTION
1. This DIN describes the circumstances in which the Ministry of Defence (MOD) will pay compensation in 
respect of Adventurous Training (AT) activities, and those it will not. Activities for which MOD is not responsible 
should be covered by commercial insurance purchased using non-public funds by individual members of the 
group undertaking AT.

2.  Service personnel taking part in AT are considered to be engaged in the course of their normal duties for 
their employer, accordingly the MOD will accept vicarious liability for any negligent actions or omissions, which 
they may commit in the course of those duties. MOD will also facilitate medical treatment for personnel whilst on 
AT including, if necessary, medical evacuation, repatriation of the body and family visits. This may include rescue/
recovery from the accident site where necessary.

3.  Definitions of the specialist terms (shown in italics) used in the text are given below:

a.  Liability. The legal obligation to pay compensation to a person (or their dependants) or an 
organisation, for causing them death, injury or loss of, or damage to, property.

b.  Duty Status. A Joint Queen’s Regulation (QR), contained in each of the single Service QRs, 
provides the definition for ‘Duty Status’ (See Annex A: note 1). For the purposes of this DIN, personnel 
will be classed as ‘On-Duty’ whenever they are participating in an activity explicitly recognized under AT 
Schemes. Other activities that do not form part of the Schemes such as social events, rest/recuperation or 
leave will be classed as ‘Off-Duty’. It is not possible, however, to legislate for every eventuality, therefore 
any incident arising from participation in AT, therefore would be judged on a case by case basis. When off-
duty it is, however, strongly recommended that all participants in AT activities take out 3rd party insurance 
to cover such areas as personal liability, injury or loss of, or damage to property (see Annex B).

c.  Vicarious Liability. Vicarious liability is the legal responsibility imposed on an employer, although 
he is himself free from blame, for a wrongful act or omission committed by his employee in the course of 
his or her employment.

4.  The MOD accepts liability under the doctrine of vicarious liability for the acts or omissions of Service 
personnel and civilian staff committed in the course of his or her employment, including when they undertake 
properly authorised AT conducted in accordance with current regulations.
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SERVICE PERSONNEL
Activities and property covered by MOD
5.  When compensation claims are submitted, they are considered on the basis of whether or not the MOD 
has a legal liability to pay compensation. Where there is a legal liability to pay compensation the MOD will do so. 
The MOD’s liability to pay compensation applies, but is not restricted, to:

a.  Members of the public and other organisations who may suffer injury, death or loss of, or damage 
to, property caused by the negligence of MOD Service personnel when they are on-duty undertaking 
approved AT activity.

b.  MOD personnel who may suffer injury, death or loss of, or damage to, property caused by other 
MOD personnel who are on-duty.

6.  MOD will bear the cost of:

a. Emergency medical/rescue treatment and worldwide and aero-medical evacuation for Service 
Personnel on authorised AT (See Annex A: notes 2, 3 & 4) 

b. MOD property (including vehicles*) lost or damaged as a result of authorised AT. The cost of repair or 
replacement is the responsibility of the Budget Holder who is responsible for the property (*See Annex A: 
note 5).

c. Monies paid in advance if an AT activity is cancelled owing to Service reasons or if a DA rescinds the 
authority to train in a particular area. The cost of refunding monies is the responsibility of the Budget 
Holder at the level at which the cancellation decision was taken. Further guidance on cancellations in 
respect of non public funds can be found in the following publication “Guide to Refund of Nugatory AT 
Expenditure.”

Activities and property not covered by MOD
7.  The MOD will not accept liability for any negligent actions or omissions which personnel may commit 
in their personal capacity, any extra medical expenses, hotel accommodation or travel expenses for relatives, 
or for the loss of or damage to, personal property (unless caused by MOD’s negligence). Organisers of AT are, 
therefore, advised to consider reminding participants to purchase additional insurance to cover:

a.  Loss of civilian earnings for Reserve Forces personnel who may suffer injury or death unless 
caused by the MOD’s negligence.

b.  Non-MOD property including privately owned property of members of the expedition.

c.  Eventualities for which MOD would not be legally liable e.g. acts committed by participants while 
off duty, activities outside the scope of an expedition remit, “Pure Accident”, “Acts of God”, injuries caused 
by members of the public. Note: Injuries caused through acts of God do not affect rescue/medical support 
of on duty personnel.

d.  For the avoidance of doubt, MOD is not liable for the actions of third parties or for any injury 
sustained whilst acting outside approved AT activity i.e. accidents that are not attributable to MOD 
negligence.

Training with Commercial Organisations
8.  2006DIN06-019 provides guidelines for AT with Civilian Companies and Organisations.

Claims for Compensation
9.  Service personnel who consider that they have a valid claim for compensation against MOD arising from 
alleged MOD negligence should refer to:

RN: QR Chapter 59
Army: QR Chapter 7 Part 4
RAF: QR Chapter 23
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CIVILIAN PARTICIPATION
MOD Civilian staff
10.  MOD civilian staff whose job descriptions require them to undertake AT are on duty when taking part in 
such activities (e.g. CIO ATIs). MOD accepts the liability to pay compensation for any injury or damage to property 
which they may cause when on-duty, and will bear the cost of emergency medical treatment and worldwide aero-
medical in the same way as described for Service personnel in para 6.a.

11.  MOD civilian staff taking part in AT activities, whose job descriptions do not require them to undertake 
such activities, maybe entitled to Special Paid Leave and will therefore  be off-duty. Commercial insurance cover 
for a minimum of £3,000,000  must be obtained to cover them for injury, liability to third parties etc (See Annex B).

12.  Non-entitled individuals or organisations wishing to participate in official sponsored AT activities, such as 
parachuting, sailing etc, must demonstrate that they have public liability insurance. Insurance cover should not be 
less than £3 million per incident and unlimited in total.

13.  Where AT Activities are organized under single-Service rules, the participation of civilian staff (including 
MOD Civil Servants and MOD employed Retired Officers (ROs)) must be  in accordance with relevant policy and 
authorised by DNPD (SOAT), ATG (A) or SO1 PEd Mgt Air as appropriate. Moreover, written approval of the 
individual’s Line Manager’s approval must be secured.

Hired instructors, guides and facilities
14.  Expedition organisers are to make every effort to ensure that when leaders hire instructors, guides or 
facilities, the hired personnel involved, (whether paid or unpaid), and agencies concerned hold public liability 
insurance cover for a minimum of £3,000,000. It is essential that expedition leaders exhaust all potential avenues 
to recruit a suitably qualified and insured instructor (See Annex A: note 6). It is advisable that the expedition 
leader maintains an auditable record of the search to recruit the suitable instructor (if necessary trying a range 
of instructors) and to find one which will offer this level of cover. Where the instructor(s) are legally liable to pay 
compensation no risk falls to the MOD or the organisers whatever level of cover has been offered.

15.  When civilians and/or commercial organisations are involved with AT activities, expedition leaders 
are to ensure that they obtain written proof of insurance cover and attach this information to the Joint Service 
Adventurous Training form Alpha (JSATFA) when it is submitted for authorisation through the chain of command.

Transport
16.  All authorised civilians, including hired instructors and guides, are permitted to travel in expedition military 
vehicles and hired transport. Travel on RAF passenger carrying aircraft or Charter Flights on Concessionary 
Non Fare Paying (CNFP) or Concessionary Fare Paying (CFP) aircraft is permissible but is not an entitlement. 
Civilians are not, however, permitted to travel in RAF Hercules aircraft under any circumstance for AT activities.

POINTS OF CONTACT
17.  Any queries relating to AT should be directed to the single-Service Directorate responsible for AT as 
follows:

a.  Royal Navy: DNPD, (SOAT) HMS Temeraire, Burnaby Road, PORTSMOUTH, Hants, PO1 2HB 
(Tel: 02392 722590, GTN 9380 22590).  

          (Tel: 01980 615200, GTN 9 4344 5200)

b.       Army: LF-TrgDiv-ITrg-PD-AT-SO2, 38a,Trenchard Lines, UPAVON, Wilts, SN9 6BE                                                                                                                 

c.  RAF: HQ SO1 PEd Mgt 22 Gp, No 1 Site, RAF High Wycombe, Bucks, HP14 4UE

 (Tel: 01494 496697, GTN 95221 6697).

Enquiries relating to insurance and MOD’s liability to pay compensation for acts of negligence should be directed 
to:

Directorate of Business Resilience, Common Law Claims & Policy, CLC&P Policy 1,

7th Floor, Zone A,

St Georges Court,

2-12 Bloomsbury Way,

London, WC1A 2SH.

Tel 020 7305 3203 (GTN 96305 3203), fax 020 7305 4166 (GTN 96305 4166)).
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ANNEX A to 2009DIN01-050
Notes:

1.   The definition of Duty Status can be found in QRs and JSP 765, Annex A, Chapter 1.

2.  ‘Emergency medical treatment’ is defined as such treatment as might be required to save life, prevent 
further injury and stabilise the patient until such time as they can be either discharged from hospital or removed 
to the nearest British Service Hospital or UK Medical Services. The authority for deciding whether a particular 
incident is an ‘emergency’ rests with the medical experts i.e. the local doctor or hospital. In the absence of a 
medical expert, the Expedition Leader is the authority and all costs (up to the point where a medical expert rules 
otherwise) may be charged to public funds. Expedition leaders are advised to seek advice from the in-country 
Defence Attaché (DA), before the commencement of overseas expeditions. (The appropriate DA at the Embassy 
may provide the expedition leader with a letter on headed notepaper inviting the healthcare provider to forward 
their bill to the Embassy who will then send it on to the parent unit.) It is important to note, however, that 
although the costs of aero-medical and emergency medical treatment are a legitimate charge to public 
funds, they are to be recovered/ paid from the sponsoring unit, or in the case of multi/Joint Service 
expedition, the individual’s unit budget.

3.  Experience has shown that an MOD letter will not be recognised by many foreign rescue and medical 
services.  In order to facilitate CASEVAC most commercial rescue/medical organisations will require proof 
of insurance or a credit card before undertaking any action.  Therefore to avoid delay expedition leaders are 
encouraged to ensure all personnel are carrying either proof of commercial insurance or a credit card.  Legitimate 
costs expended by individuals in this manner may be recovered through the public purse.

4.  ‘Emergency’ bills will be charged to the appropriate budgetary area via the UIN/RAC which is detailed in 
the JSATFA. It is recommended (but not mandatory) that the Budget Manager of the unit or Budget Manager of 
the budgetary area the unit comes under, pays the bills against RAC NHA001 (Medical-Non Hospital Treatment) 
or RAC NHA002 (Medical – Health Services) as appropriate. It is recommended that the contact telephone 
number of the unit’s budget manager or area budget manager be left with the Brit MilRep of the country(s) to be 
visited/transited by an expedition*.

5.  Guidance on MOD policy in respect of claims and the liability aspects of using MOD and hired vehicles in 
the UK and overseas is contained in 2007DIN07-013 and JSP 800.

6.  Where there is difficulty in securing the £3m (min) insurance then expedition leaders are to seek guidance 
from respective formation AT desk officers and CLC&P.

7.  Where expedition leaders are unable to recruit a suitably qualified insured instructor or company/
instructor, who cannot provide the appropriate level of liability/insurance, the chain of command at divisional level/
Single Service physical education Authorities should assess the risks involved in the activity in relation to the level 
of cover offered and determine whether or not the benefits to MOD of proceeding with the activity outweigh the 
risks posed to MOD and its personnel. If deemed necessary the appropriate staff officer at divisional level must 
provide a written authorisation of waiver prior to the exercise receiving approval.
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ANNEX B to 2009DIN01-050

Risk Reference Analysis Insurance Cover Recommendation

Risk Reference Insurance Cover Recommendation
Injury to Individual: 
Extra Medical
Expenses (to cover 
off-duty and non 
related incidents).

Para 6a 
(See a. below)

Strongly recommended 

Injury to Individual: 
Personal Accident
Insurance

Para 7c
(See b. below)

Strongly Recommended: as MOD will not pay 
compensation for personal injury caused by third parties, 
“Pure Accident” nor “act of God.” Note: Unit HR Admin 
Office’s will be able to provide details of insurance 
schemes e.g. PAX 

Injury to Third Party: 
Personal Liability
(Third Party risks)

Para 5a
(See c. below)

On Duty: Not required
Off Duty: Recommended as MOD will not accept liability 
for incidents which occur whilst off-duty.

Loss/Damage to: 
Non-MOD Property

Para 7b
(See c. below)

Strongly recommended: as MOD will not accept liability 
for loss of, nor damage to, personal property.

Loss/Damage to: 
MOD Vehicles & 
third party claims.

Annex A: Note 
5

Required: Organisers should obtain MOD motor 
insurance certificates (and Green Cards, where 
appropriate) from Gallagher Bassett International Ltd, 
Suite 51 Enterprise House, Springkerse Business Park, 
Stirling, FK7 7UF see 2007DIN-010 & 2007DIN07-013, 
Section 6. 

Injury to third parties: 
Civilians

Para 11
(See c. below)

Required: to cover injury, liability to third parties etc for 
civilians whose job descriptions do not require them to 
undertake AT activities.

Injury to third parties: 
Civilian Instructors

 Para 13
(See note 
below c.)

Required: Civilian instructors who are contractors 
rather than MOD employees will be required to make 
their own insurance arrangements to cover injury, 
liability to third parties etc. 

a.  This would normally be a charge to non-public funds but a check of the medical expenses policy is 
recommended in case personal accident insurance cover is included.

b.  This must be charged to non-public funds or individual expedition members.

c.  The cost of this must fall to non-public funds or the civilian instructor.


